MAY 2024
Andrew Bird Trio – Sunday Morning Put-On
The Avett Brothers – The Avett Brothers
Bonamassa, Joe – Live at the Hollywood Bowl with Orchestra
A Boogie Wit Da Hoodie – Better Off Alone
Camera Obscura – Look to the East Look to the West
Camp, Jeremy – Deeper Waters
Collective Soul – Here to Eternity
Denning, Travis – Roads That Go
Douglas, Dave – Gifts
Dua Lipa – Radical Optimism
Eilish, Billie – Hit Me Hard and Soft
Fleck, Béla – Remembrance
Gibbons, Beth – Lives Outgrown
Hawke, Maya – Chaos Angel
Incubus – Morning View XXIII
Kearney, Mat – Mat Kearney
Kelley, Brian – Tennessee Truth
Kings of Leon – Can We Please Have Fun
Lafarge, Pokey – Rhumba Country
Lapell, Abigail – Anniversary
The Lemon Twigs – A Dream is All We Know
Lucius – Wildwoman (The New Recordings)
Marlowe, Kameron – Keepin’ the Lights On
McCreery, Scotty – Rise & Fall
Nelson, Willie – The Border
New Kids on the Block – Still Kids
Nubiyan Twist – Find Your Flame
Of Montreal – Lady on the Cusp
Rapsody – Please Don’t Cry
Sia – Reasonable Woman
Slash – Orgy of the Damned
Thompson, Richard – Ship to Shore
Trapper, Blitzen – 100s of 1000s, Millions of Billions
Twenty One Pilots - Clancy
Villagers – That Golden Time
Wallows - Model
Washington, Kamasi – Fearless Movement
Wisp – Pandora EP
Zhu - Grace

JUNE 2024
Bon Jovi - Forever
Charli XCX - Brat
The Decemberists – As it Ever Was, So it Will Be Again
Evans, Sara - Unbroke
Moby – Always Centered at Night
Pearce, Carly - Hummingbird
Stirling, Lindsey – Duality
Suicideboy$ - New World Depression
Trainor, Meghan - Timeless

JULY 2024
Cigarettes After Sex – X’s
Glass Animals – I Love you So F***ing Much
Wolf, Remi – Big Ideas

August 2024
Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds – Wild God